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Abstract

Scoring rules form a family of bibliometric rankings of authors such that authors
are ranked according to the sum over all their publications of some partial scores.
Many of these rankings are widely used (e.g., number of publications, weighted or
not by the impact factor, by the number of authors or by the number of citations,). We
present an axiomatic analysis of the family of all scoring rules and of some particular
cases within this family.
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1 Introduction

Many indices can be found in the literature for quantifying the scientific production (in
terms of publications) of researchers, departments or universities. These indices are then
often used to derive rankings of authors or departments. Since a few year, we witness
a dramatic increase in the number of such indices or rankings. Many researchers, ana-
lyzing previously existing indices, find that they have some drawback and then propose
an adapted version of the incriminated index or a brand new one, supposedly better than
the older one. Unfortunately, the reasoning of the proponents of such new indices is of-
tenad hoc: they propose a new index, not suffering the same drawback as the older one
that they analyzed, but nothing guarantees that the new index does not have many other
weaknesses.

In this paper (like in [Marchant(to appear)]), instead of using anad hocreasoning,
we try to construct a theory of bibliometric rankings. In this theory, we do not focus on
a particular advantage or drawback of a ranking; we completely characterize a ranking
by some properties that we call axioms. In other words, given a ranking under scrutiny,
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we look for a few properties that are satisfied by this ranking and only by this one. In
a practical application, ideally, it is then possible to identify some axioms that appear
as compelling in that context and to select the unique ranking characterized by those
axioms. If there is no such ranking, we can then select a ranking satisfying most of
them. A similar approach has been followed by, among others, [Woeginger(to appear)] for
indices evaluating authors and by [Palacios-Huerta and Volij(2004)] for indices evaluating
journals.

As in [Marchant(to appear)], we emphasize that there is noright ranking. A ranking is
used by a person (or an organization) pursuing a goal in some context. Depending on the
person, the goal and the context, different rankings can be used. Let us illustrate this by
an example. Suppose a scientific society wants to rank departments according to merit, in
function of their publications. This society might rank them according to the total number
of citations (eventually weighted by impact factor) divided by the size of the department
(because size is not relevant for evaluating merit). So, a department of 50 people with
2000 citations might be outranked by a department of 5 with 250 citations. Suppose now
a graduate student is offered a grant in different departments to prepare a Ph.D. thesis. For
him, the size does matter. In a larger department, he will have more opportunities. So,
he might rank the small department below the larger one, even if the number of citations
per capita slightly favours the smaller one. So, anybody willing to use a ranking should
select some axioms that seem relevant, given the context and his/her goal and then look
for a ranking characterized by these axioms.

After a section devoted to notation, we will introduce a family of rankings that we
call scoring rules (Section 3). In this family, each publication has a score, depending on
the journal, the number of citations and the number of authors. The score of an author is
then the sum of the score of all his publications. In Section 4, we will characterize this
family. In the next section, we will then analyze some subsets of rankings within this
family, before concluding.

2 Notation and definitions

Let J = {j, k, l, . . .} ⊂ N represent the set of journals. We represent an author by a
mappingf from J × N × N to N and we interpretf(j, x, a) as the number of publica-
tions of authorf in journal j with exactlyx citations anda coauthors (the number of
authors beinga + 1). Let X be the set of all mappingsf from J × N× N to N such that∑

j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N f(j, x, a) is finite. This set is called the set of authors. The elements

of X are usually denoted byf, f ′, g, . . . In this paper, we will investigate how we can
construct a ranking (a complete and transitive binary relation0) % on X. The statement

0A binary relation% on a setX is transitive if,∀x, y, z ∈ X, x % y andy % z imply x % z. It is
complete if,∀x, y ∈ X, x % y or y % x.
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‘x % y’ is interpreted as ‘given their publication/citation records, authorx is at least as
good as authory.’ Whenx % y andy 6% x, we writex � y (x is strictly better thany).
Whenx % y andy % x, we writex ∼ y (x andy are equivalent).

For allj ∈ J andx, a ∈ N, we denote by1j,x,a the author such that1j,x,a(j
′, x′, a′) = 0

wheneverj′ 6= j or x′ 6= x or a′ 6= a and1j,x,a(j, x, a) = 1. So,1j,x,a represents an author
with exactly one publication and such that this publication is in journalj, is citedx times
and hasa+1 authors. An author without publication is represented by0. We now present
some desirable properties that should definitely be satisfied by any sensible bibliometric
ranking. These properties will be called axioms.

A 1 Non-Triviality. There aref andg such thatf � g.

This axiom just expresses the fact that we do not want a complete tie; we want to discrim-
inate among authors.

A 2 CDNH. For all j ∈ J and allx, x′, a ∈ N, x ≥ x′ implies1j,x,a % 1j,x′,a.

The name CDNH stands for ‘Citations Do Not Harm’. In other words, if two authors have
a single publication each, in the same journal and with the same number of coauthors, then
the author that has more citations cannot be ranked in a lower position than the other one.
Actually, condition CDNH is a monotonicity condition, but very weak since it applies
only to authors with a single publication. Since these two axioms are so compelling, we
do not want to consider rankings that do not satisfy them. That is why we include them
in the next definition.

Definition 1 A bibliometric ranking is a complete and transitive relation onX satisfying
Non-Triviality and CDNH.

We are now ready to present scoring rules.

3 Scoring rules

We say that a bibliometric ranking% is a scoring rule if there is a mappingu : J×N×N →
R : (j, x, a) → u(j, x, a) such that

f % g ⇐⇒
∑
j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

f(j, x, a)u(j, x, a) ≥
∑
j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

g(j, x, a)u(j, x, a).
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In this expression,u(j, x, a) represents the value or the score of one publication in journal
a, with x citations anda coauthors. The triple sum represents the total score of an author.
For the sake of brevity, we will often write∑

j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

f(j, x, a)u(j, x, a) = U(f).

Many popular bibliometric rankings are scoring rules. For instance, if we chooseu equal
to a positive constant, we obtain the ranking based on the number of publications. If we
defineu by u(j, x, a) = x for all j ∈ J, x, a ∈ N, we obtain the ranking based on the
number of citations. If we defineu by u(j, x, a) = 0 for all j ∈ J, x, a ∈ N with x < α
andu(j, x, a) = 1 for all j ∈ J, x, a ∈ N with x ≥ α, we obtain a ranking based on
the number of publications with at leastα citations, used by [Chapron and Husté(2006)].
If we defineu by u(j, x, a) = IF (j) for all j ∈ J, x, a ∈ N, whereIF (j) is the impact
factor of journalj, we obtain a ranking based on the sum of the impact factors, used e.g. by
[Fava and Ottolini(2000)]. If we defineu by u(j, x, a) = x/(a+1) for all j ∈ J, x, a ∈ N,
we obtain a ranking based on the total number of citations, weighted by the number of
authors, used e.g. by [Pijpers(2006)]. Of course, many other rankings can be obtained by
an appropriate choice of the mappingu.

Some rankings do not belong to the family of scoring rules: for instance, the ranking
based on theh-index [Hirsch(2005)], the ranking based on the maximal number of cita-
tions [Eto(2003)], the ranking based on the average number of citations [van Raan(2006)].

4 Characterization of scoring rules

We will need two axioms to characterize the family of all scoring rules.

A 3 Independence.For all f, g ∈ X, all j ∈ J , all x, a ∈ N, f % g iff f + 1j,x,a %
g + 1j,x,a.

In the statement of this axiom,f + 1j,x,a is the sum of two functions. It is therefore a
function and represents also an author. Intuitively, Independence can be understood as
follows. Suppose an authorf is at least as good asg. Suppose also both of them publish
one additional paper in the same journal, with the same number of citations and the same
number of coauthors. So, both make the same improvement. Then these two authors (now
represented byf + 1j,x,a andg + 1j,x,a) should compare in the same way as previously,
i.e.,f + 1j,x,a is at least as good asg + 1j,x,a.

Independence is quite a mild condition. It is easy to check that it is satisfied by all
scoring rules. It is also satified, for instance, by the lexicographic ranking (not a scoring
rule) defined by
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• f ∼ g iff f = g and

• f � g iff
∑

j∈J

∑
a∈N f(j, x, a) >

∑
j∈J

∑
a∈N g(j, x, a) for somex and∑

j∈J

∑
a∈N f(j, y, a) =

∑
j∈J

∑
a∈N g(j, y, a) for all y > x.

Independence is not satisfied by the ranking based on the maximal number of citations
nor is it by the ranking based on theh-index.

One might argue that Independence is not always a desirable condition. Suppose for
example thatf andg are two authors such thatf ∼ g and suppose that both of them
publish an additional paper in the same journalj, with 10 citations and no coauthor. So,
after the change, these authors are represented byf + 1j,10,0 andg + 1j,10,0. According
to Independence, we should havef + 1j,10,0 ∼ g + 1j,10,0. Yet, if we have some reasons
to think that the additional paper of authorf is better than the additional paper of author
g, then we might expect thatf � g, thereby contradicting Independence. But, since we
are working in a setting where a paper is completely described by a journal, a number of
citations and a number of coauthors, there can be no reason to think that the additional
paper of authorf is better than the additional paper of authorg. So, this cannot be an
argument against Independence, in this setting, but it is of course an argument against
the setting of this paper. In reality, a paper is not completely described by a journal, a
number of citations and a number of coauthors. The the type of paper (review or not) is
also relevant, as well as the ‘sign’ of the citations (positive or negative) and some other
characteristics. But our goal is not to support or criticize a setting or a ranking. We just
want to analyze rankings that are used in practice in a context where the type of a paper
and the sign of the citations are not available.

The second condition that we will need in order to characterize scoring rules is Archimedean-
ness.

A 4 Archimedeanness.For all f, g, h, e ∈ X with f � g, there is an integern such that
e + n · f % h + n · g.

In this condition,n·g is the standard product of a function by a number; it is a new function
and also represents an author. Let us try to explain the intuitive content of this condition.
Supposef � g ande ≺ h. Let us addf ande, on one hand, andg andh on the other
hand. It can happen that the difference betweenf andg is so large that it compensates
the difference betweene andh. In that case, we havef + e % g + h. Suppose now this is
not the case. Then repeating the same operation, we might havef + f + e % g + g + h.
Suppose this is still not the case. Then perhapsf + f + f + e % g + g + g + h.
The Archimedean condition says that keeping addingf and g will necessarily lead to
f + . . . + f + e % g + . . . + g + h because the difference betweenf + . . . + f and
g + . . . + g gets larger and larger.
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All scoring rules clearly satisfy Archimedeanness. The lexicographic ranking just
introduced violates Archimedeanness. So do the ranking based on the maximal number
of citations and the ranking based on theh-index. In order to help the reader better
understand Archimedeannes, we shortly prove our last assertion.

Consider first the ranking based on the maximal number of citations and letf = 1j,3,0

andg = 1j,1,0. We havef � g. Let e = 1j,3,0 andh = 1j,6,0. For any integern, the
maximal number of citations ofe + n · f is 3 while the maximal number of citations of
h + n · g is 6. Hencee + n · f ≺ h + n · g, thereby contradicting Archimedeanness.

Consider now the ranking based on theh-index and letf = 2 · 1j,2,0 andg = 1j,1,0.
We havef � g. Let e = 1j,1,0 andh = 3 ·1j,3,0. For any integern, theh-index ofe+n ·f
is 2 while theh-index ofh + n · g is 3. Hencee + n · f ≺ h + n · g, thereby contradicting
Archimedeanness.

We now provide an example of a ranking satisfying Archimedeanness but not Inde-
pendence: for allf 6= 0, f � 0 andf ∼ 1j,0,0 for somej ∈ J . We have1j,0,0 � 0 but
2 · 1j,0,0 ∼ 0 + 1j,0,0, thereby violating Independence.

Our first result shows that Independence and Archimedeanness are not only necessary
conditions for scoring rules but that they are also sufficient.

Theorem 1 A bibliometric ranking% satisfies Independence (A3) and Archimedeanness
(A4) if and only if it is a scoring rule, withu 6≡ 0 and u non-decreasing in its second
argument. Futhermore, the mappingu is unique up to a positive affine transformation.

Before proving this theorem, we recall a standard theorem in Measurement Theory
[Roberts and Luce(1968)].

Theorem 2 LetR be a binary relation on a setA. The asymmetric (resp. symmetric) part
of R is denoted byP (resp.I). Let ◦ be a closed binary operation onA. For all a ∈ A
andn > 1, definea(1) = a anda(n) = a(n− 1) ◦ a. The triple(A, R, ◦) satifies

(i) R is transitive and complete;

(ii) ∀a, b, c ∈ A, a R b iff a ◦ c R b ◦ c;

(iii) ∀a, b, c ∈ A, a ◦ (b ◦ c) = (a ◦ b) ◦ c;

(iv) ∀a, b, c, d ∈ A with a P b, there is an integern such thata(n) ◦ c R b(n) ◦ d;

(v) there isε ∈ A such that, for alla ∈ A, ε ◦ a I a;

if and only if there is a mappingφ : A → R such that, for alla, b ∈ A,
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• a R b iff φ(a) ≥ φ(b),

• φ(ε) = 0 and

• φ(a ◦ b) = φ(a) + φ(b).

Furthermore, the mappingφ is unique up to a multiplication by a positive constant.

Proof of Theorem 1. It is easy to show that Independence and Archimedeanness
are necessary conditions for scoring rules. In order to prove the sufficiency, we first
show that the triple(X, %, +) satisfies all conditions of Theorem 2. Condition (i) is
clearly satisfied because% is transitive and complete. Condition (ii ) holds because of
Independence. Indeed, supposef % g and supposee is an author withk publications.
If we apply k times Independence, we findf + e % g + e. Condition (iii ) is satisfied
because the binary operation+ on X is associative. Condition (iv) holds because of
Archimedeanness. Finally, it is easy to see that0 is an identity for the operation+, just
like ε is an identity for◦, so that condition (v) is verified.

So, there isφ : X → R such that

f % g ⇐⇒ φ(f) ≥ φ(g), (1)

φ(0) = 0 (2)

and
φ(f + g) = φ(f) + φ(g). (3)

Since any authorf can be written as
∑

j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N f(j, x, a)1j,x,a, using (3), we find

φ(f) =
∑
j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

f(j, x, a)φ(1j,x,a).

If we now defineu(j, x, a) = φ(1j,x,a), we can rewrite (1) as

f % g ⇐⇒
∑
j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

f(j, x, a)u(j, x, a) ≥
∑
j∈J

∑
x∈N

∑
a∈N

g(j, x, a)u(j, x, a).

Because of Non-Triviality,u 6≡ 0 and because of CDNH,u is non-decreasing. This com-
pletes the proof. 2

5 Some special cases

We now look at conditions that force the mappingu to take some of the forms that are
used in the literature.
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5.1 Scoring rules affine in the number of citations

Suppose an author has, among others, two publications in the same journal and with the
same number of coauthors. Suppose one of these two papers gets one more citation. We
might consider that it does not matter which one gets this new citation: in both cases, the
rank of the author should improve in the same way. The next axiom is a weakening of
this requirement because it applies only to authors with exactly two publications. It is
strongly related to a condition named Additivity in [Marchant(to appear)].

A 5 Transferability.For all j ∈ J and alla, x, y ∈ N, 1j,x,a + 1j,y+1,a ∼ 1j,x+1,a + 1j,y,a.

As we show in our next result, a scoring rule satisfying Transferability has a score function
u affine in the number of citations.

Theorem 3 A bibliometric ranking% satisfies Independence (A3), Archimedeanness (A4)
and Transferability (A5) if and only if it is a scoring rule and there are two mappings
σ, ρ : J × N → R such that, for allj ∈ J and alla ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = σ(j, a) + x ρ(j, a).

Proof. The bibliometric ranking% being independent and Archimedean, it must be a
scoring rule (Theorem 1). Transferability therefore impliesu(j, x, a) + u(j, y + 1, a) =
u(j, x + 1, a) + u(j, y, a). Lettingy = 0, we findu(j, x, a) + u(j, 1, a) = u(j, x + 1, a) +
u(j, 0, a). Equivalently,u(j, x + 1, a) = u(j, x, a) + u(j, 1, a) − u(j, 0, a). This clearly
implies thatu(j, ·, a) must be an affine function of its second argument. 2

We now turn our attention to publications without citations. One might argue that
these should not count. The next condition is an extreme weakening of this requirement.

A 6 Condition Zero.For all j ∈ J and alla ∈ N, there isf such thatf + 1j,0,a ∼ f .

Theorem 4 A bibliometric ranking% satisfies Independence (A3), Archimedeanness (A4),
Transferability (A5) and Condition Zero (A6) if and only if it is a scoring rule and there
is a mappingρ : J ×N → R such that, for allj ∈ J and alla ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = x ρ(j, a).

Proof. Let f be as in the statement of Condition Zero. Using the scoring rule represen-
tation, we findU(f) + u(j, 0, a) = U(f). Hence,u(j, 0, a) = 0. From Theorem 3, we
know thatu(j, x, a) = σ(j, a) + x ρ(j, a). So,u(j, 0, a) = 0 = σ(j, a) + 0 ρ(j, a). This
yieldsσ(j, a) = 0. 2

This result characterizes all bibliometric rankings such that the authors are ranked
according to a score defined as the total number of citations, each one being weighted by
σ(j, a), in function of the number of authors and of the journal.
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5.2 Scoring rules inversely proportional to the number of authors

So far, we paid almost no attention to the number of authors. Yet, in many circumstances,
publications with many authors should weigh less than publications with few authors.
The following condition will help us to determine how the weight should vary with the
number of authors.

A 7 Condition NRA.For all j ∈ J and allx, m ∈ N with m > 1, 1j,x,0 ∼ m · 1j,x,m−1.

The name NRA stands for ‘No Reward for Association’. The rationale for this condition
is the following. Supposef1, f2, . . . representm identical authors (clones) with exactly
one publication in the same journal and without coauthors. Suppose now that, instead of
publishing alone, these authors decide to form an association and to put each other’s name
on their papers. Then every author in this association hasm publications, each withm−1
coauthors and is represented bym·1j,x,m−1. Condition NRA states that such an ‘artificial’
inflation of the number of publications should have no effect. The next result analyzes the
consequences of this condition when combined with the previously introduced conditions.

Theorem 5 A bibliometric ranking% satisfies Independence (A3), Archimedeanness (A4)
and Condition NRA (A7) if and only if it is a scoring rule and there is a mappingλ :
J × N → R such that, for allj ∈ J and alla, x ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = λ(j, x)/(a + 1).

If, in addition,% satisfies Transferability (A5) and Condition Zero (A6), then there is a
mappingτ : J → R such that, for allj ∈ J and alla, x ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = x τ(j)/(a+1).

Proof. From Theorem 1, we know that% is a scoring rule. Thanks to Condition NRA,
we haveu(j, x, 0) = mu(j, x, m − 1). So, u(j, x, a) = u(j, x, 0)/(a + 1). Defining
λ(j, x) = u(j, x, 0) completes the proof of the first part. The second part results from a
simple application of Theorem 4. 2

If we defineτ(j) = IF (j), we then obtain a simple scoring rule ranking authors
according to their number of citations, weighted by the number of authors and the impact
factor. But definingτ(j) = IF (j) is certainly not the only possibility. Finding axioms
that forceτ(j) being equal toIF (j) would be very interesting because it would help us
understand what rationale lies behind that choice. Unfortunately, such axioms cannot be
defined in our framework because the impact factor is computed for a given time window,
but time does not make part of our setting. In addition, in order to compute the impact
factor, we need to know the number of papers in each journal and the number of citations
to each journal. This information is not available in our setting.

Another way of taking the number of authors into account consists in considering that
an author witha coauthors wrote only1/(a + 1) of the paper and should only be credited
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for that part. A difficulty with this approach is that it is not clear whether1/(a + 1) is a
fair share. When two authors write a paper together, one could argue that, because of the
synergies, each one produces less than half the work he would do if alone. Or we could
say that each one produces more than half the work because, in addition to writing one
half of the paper, they also have to coordinate their work. So, instead of1/(a + 1), we
could for instance use1/(a+1)γ or some other real-valued function ofa. But what is then
the right value forγ ? This is very difficult to know. Any value will probably be arbitrary.
So, using condition NRA instead of entering the difficult problem of determining the fair
share, we avoid these difficulties. Yet, note that, when assuming condition NRA, we
indirectly imposeγ = 1.

5.3 Scoring rules constant in the number of citations

We now introduce Condition NRC. Its name stands for No Reward for Citations.

A 8 Condition NRC.For all j ∈ J and allx, a ∈ N, 1j,x,a ∼ 1j,x+1,a.

This condition clearly imposes that citations do not count : a paper with many citations is
not worth more than a paper with few citations. Some will find this condition unreason-
able but it may make sense when one judges the quality of a paper by the quality of the
journal that publishes it and, more particularly, when the quality of a journal is based on
the number of citations to this journal. Indeed, if one weighs a paper by the quality of the
journal (e.g. impact factor) and by the number of citations of the paper, one then counts
twice the citations. And this is perhaps not reasonable. Our next result formally analyzes
the consequences of this axiom.

Theorem 6 A bibliometric ranking% satisfies Independence (A3), Archimedeanness (A4)
and Condition NRC (A8) if and only if it is a scoring rule and there is a mappingσ :
J × N → R such that, for allj ∈ J and alla, x ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = σ(j, a).

If, in addition,% satisfies Condition NRA (A7), then there is a mappingτ : J → R
such that, for allj ∈ J and alla, x ∈ N, u(j, x, a) = τ(j)/(a + 1).

Proof. From Theorem 1, we know that% is a scoring rule. Thanks to Condition NRC,
we haveu(j, x, a) = u(j, x + 1, a). This obviously impliesu(j, x, a) = u(j, 0, a). Defin-
ing µ(j, a) = u(j, 0, a) completes the proof of the first part. The second part results from
a simple application of Theorem 5. 2

Note that Condition Zero is not compatible with the conditions of Theorem 6 (part 1)
because it would forceσ(j, a) = 0 for all j ∈ J anda ∈ N and the ranking would then
violate Non-Triviality.
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6 Conclusion

We presented an axiomatic analysis of some bibliometric rankings : the scoring rules.
Within this family, we also analyzed some special cases. This does by no means imply
that scoring rules are good or theoretically sound bibliometric rankings. Our analysis just
helps better understand what hypotheses underlie these rankings. Our results should help
anyone willing to use a ranking to choose one that more or less fits his problem, his context
and his goal. The axioms characterizing scoring rules can under some circumstances be
used as arguments in favor of scoring rules but under other circumstances as arguments
against scoring rules. More research is needed in order to characterize a wide set of
bibliometric rankings so that users can make an enlightened choice among these.

Note that this paper does also not support the use of bibliometric rankings. There are
many good reasons for not using them; see, for example, [Osterloh et al.(2008)]. But, if
one has to, then it is preferrable to know more about them.

In this paper, we characterized rankings and not on indices. Several indices can cor-
respond to the same ranking. For instance, the number of publications and the squared
number of publications are two indices yielding the same ranking. Actually, any strictly
increasing transformation of an index yields the same ranking. So, in order to characterize
indices, as in [Woeginger(to appear)], we need more axioms. Research in this field is also
needed.
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